e-vend

electronic small pack vendor

by
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the best sales assistance you can have

6 column (4 full & 2 half) small pack vendor offering excellent product pack capacity

▼

5 column variant to accept larger or unusual pack sizes

▼

stylish wrap-around stainless steel cover finished in durable white powder-coat paint

▼

alkaline battery pack powered with typical life >25,000 vends

▼

compact, space efficient and stylish modern design

▼

electronic coin validation and smooth electronic pack dispense

▼

coin validation for Euro and other currencies on request

▼

easy & fast individual column pricing with totaliser

▼

bright LED indicators for product available/sold out

▼

large, quick change pack shot, price and main branding windows

▼

software sales and cash audit facility with engineer functions
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▼

digital display shows totaliser and audit data

▼

230v mains power adaptor kit optional

▼

concealed anti-drill lock with strong 2-point fixing

▼

strengthened, replaceable vend aperture

▼

simple to install, stock and maintain

▼

high security and washroom versions available

▼

fixed or adjustable columns available

▼

branding and personalisation possible

▼

e-vend

BS EN ISO9001: 2000
Certificate No: Q6134

electronic small pack vendor
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DIMENSIONS
210mm
Equipped with a reprogrammable coin
mechanism and control board to offer
the greatest functional flexibility for the
operator. Optional reprogramming devices
are available to ensure full compatibility
with the latest coin-set.

910mm

The front column bank is side hinged and
swings to the open position to allow
columns to be easily refilled with product.
Columns are normally fixed-size and
dedicated to specific products, adjustable
columns can be made available.

January 2004

Reinforced steel back plate and lateral
reinforcement protect both stock and
cash. The wide use of stainless steel in
the front cover will blunt drills and
cutters and enhance machine security.

MAGAZINE
CONFIGURATION

MAGAZINE
HEIGHT

FRONT X 3

595mm

REAR (TALL)

475mm

REAR (MEDIUM)
REAR (SHORT)

440mm
170mm

Flashing push buttons light sequentially
when product is available. Clean and clear
front display and instructions ensure that
users can easily make their their purchase
in the shortest possible time.

FIVE
COLUMN

SIX
COLUMN

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

MAXIMUM PACK SIZE: 25x75x105mm

✔

370mm
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